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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a wire-frame method for the generation of blending surfaces. It is a numerical
approach to the design of surfaces that smoothly join two or more given surfaces. The blending surface
generated by the wire-frame method is composed of a set of bicubic patches in parametric forms. The
wire-frame method first constructs a set of wire-frames. Each element of the wire-frame is modeled as
an elastic beam subject to external load. The stiffness of the beam and the distribution of the load are
used to control the shape of the blending surfaces. The shape of the wire-frames can then be computed
from the deflection of the beams. After the wire-frame is constructed, a set of bicubic patch can then
be computed from the interpolating polynomials using the tensor product rule.
Key Words: computer aided geometric design, blending surface, parametric form, bicubic patch, ordinary
differential equation, numerical solution, finite element method

I. Introduction
A blending surface is a surface that smoothly joins
two or more given surfaces. In computer aided geometry design, solid objects are often represented by their
boundary surfaces. These boundary surfaces can be
classified into two types: primary surfaces and blending surfaces. In most cases, the shape of an object is
mainly defined by the primary surfaces. However,
blending surfaces in geometry design are important
because sharp edges and corners are undesirable for
functional or aesthetic reasons. Therefore, it is desirable to generate a blending surface automatically from
the given primary surfaces so that the resulting surfaces
not only meet the aesthetic or safety requirements, but
also reduce the stress concentration and turbulence
flow. Automatic generation of blending surfaces can
help designers to design blending surfaces which are
usually more complex in mathematical representation.
Thus, designers can concentrate on the design of primary surfaces.
In this paper, we propose a wire-frame method
for the generation of blending surfaces. It is a numerical approach to the design of blending surfaces. The
blending surface generated using the wire-frame method
is composed of a set of bicubic patches with wireframes as the boundaries of each patch.

Surfaces in R 3 can be represented either algebraically or parametrically. Both representations are widely
used in computer aided geometry design. Blending
surfaces generated by the wire-frame method are represented in parametric form.
The wire-frame method first constructs a set of
wire-frames. The wire frames are modeled by fourthorder ordinary differential equations with boundary
conditions. The differential equations are then solved
using the finite element method. After the wire frames
are constructed, a set of bicubic patches can be computed through interpolation.
We distinguish two types of wire frames. Wire
frames that connect the primary surfaces are called
latitudinal wire frames, and wire frames along the
other coordinate are called longitudinal wire frames.
In the construction of wire-frames, each element of the
wire-frame is modeled as an elastic beam subject to
an external load. The shape of the wire-frame can then
be computed from the deflection of the beam under the
external load. After the wire frames are constructed,
the boundaries of each bicubic patch are known, and
a set of bicubic patches can then be computed from the
interpolating polynomials using the tensor product rule.
The blending surface is governed by a set of
fourth-order ordinary differential equations that describe the deflections of the elastic beam. The stiffness
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of the beam and the distribution of the load can be used
to control the shape of the blending surfaces.
Our results compare with those of others as follows. Most of the researches on blending surfaces
have been done with algebraic surfaces, for example,
those of Hoffmann and Hopcroft (1985, 1986, 1987,
1988), Kosters (1989), Ohkura and Kakazu (1992),
Warren (1987, 1989), Bajaj and Ihm (1992), and
Holmström (1987). For parametric surfaces, Vida,
Martin, and Varady provided a comprehensive review
of solutions that use parametric surfaces (Vida et al.,
1994).
Blending can also be regarded as interpolation.
However, blending differs from interpolation in that
interpolation needs to satisfy more conditions, for
example, passing a set of given points. Blending, in
general, does not need such restrictions. We may
develop a general equation to model blending so that
a set of blending surfaces can be generated. Interpolation was used by Lounsbery et al. (1992) and Filip
(1989). Interpolation with minimizing energy function
or some form of norms has been used by Nielson (1980,
1983), Kallay and Ravani (1990), Celniker and Gossard
(1991), and Moreton and Séquin (1992). Bloor and
Wilson presented methods using partial differential
equations to generate blending surfaces (Bloor and
Wilson, 1989, 1990a, 1990b).
The algebraic degree of the surfaces is crucial for
manipulation of the objects they represent. For example, the computational time needed to display and
to do intersection, union and other operations on the
solid objects depends crucially on the algebraic degree
of the surfaces. Therefore, only low-degree surfaces
are used in most of the computer aided design systems.
Since a blending surface should be tangent to two or
more primary surfaces, it has, in general, a higher
degree than either of the surfaces it joins. It has been
shown that if the intersection of the two primary surfaces
is a single quartic space curve, then any blending surface must be of at least degree four (Hoffmann and
Hopcroft, 1986; Warren, 1987, 1989). The blending
surface generated using the wire-frame method is a set
of bicubic patches. Most of the existing computer aided
geometry design tools can handle further operations on
the surfaces generated using our method.
This paper is organized as follows. We first
develop differential equations that can be used to
generate blending surfaces. We then show how to solve
the latitudinal wire frame extending from one primary
surface to the other primary surface. Since the transfer
points are now known, the longitudinal wire frame can
also be obtained by solving a similar fourth-order
differential equation. The bicubic patches of the blending surface can then be obtained using the tensor-

product rule. In addition to the theoretical work, we
also give examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our wire-frame method in the design of blending surfaces. Finally, conclusions and discussion are given
in the last section.

II. Description of the Wire-Frame
Method
Consider a blending surface that joins two primary surfaces in three dimensional space. To smoothly
join the two primary surfaces, the intersections of
the primary surfaces and the blending surface should
be continuous and their derivatives should also be
continuous. That is, the blending surface must meet
the containment and tangency requirements. In other
words, if we consider the primary surfaces and the
blending surface as one function, it is a C1 continuous
function (Choi, 1991; Hoffmann and Hopcroft,
1985).
Suppose that G and H are the two primary surfaces
to be blended at the transversals T and T′, respectively.
The blending surface generated using the wire-frame
method is a set of bicubic patches. Our method first
constructs a set of wire frames. We distinguish two
types of wire frames. Those wire frames from T to T′
are called latitudinal wire frames while those “parallel”
to T and T′ are called longitudinal wire frames.
We first show how to model latitudinal wire frames.
Longitudinal wire frames can be modeled in a similar
way. Select pairs of matching points on T and T′. Let
the selected points on T be A, B, C etc, and their
corresponding points on T′ be A′, B′, C′ etc.
Each pair of matching points is connected by a
smooth curve. These curves are the latitudinal wire
frames. Take the pair of points A and A′ as an example.
Denote the curves from A to A′ by
{(x(s), y(s), z(s))|0≤s≤1}.

(1)

Let (x 0, y 0, z 0) be the coordinates of the point A, and
let (x 1 , y 1, z 1 ) be the coordinates of the point A′. Let
t x(0), ty(0), tz(0), and tx(1), t y(1), tz(1) be the derivatives
at point A and A′ along the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively. The containment and tangent requirements can
be written as
x(0)=x 0, x(1)=x 1 ,
y(0)=y 0, y(1)=y 1 ,
z(0)=z 0, z(1)=z 1 ,
and
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t x(s)
dx/ds
dy/ds = α s t y(s)
dz/ds
t z(s)

(3) If t z≠0, choose t z dx =t x dz , t z
ds

at s=0,1,

(3)

where α 0 and α 1 are nonzero constants.
Next, we show how to find a set of functions, x(s),
y(s), and z(s), to satisfy Eqs. (2) and (3), that is, to
satisfy the continuity and the derivative continuity
requirements. One possible way is to solicit a fourthorder ordinary differential equation.
Consider an elastic beam clamped at both ends.
The deflection u(s) satisfies the following equation:
d 2 [p(s) d 2 u(s)] = f (s) , 0≤s≤1,
ds 2
ds 2

min { 1
2

1
0

2

p(s)[ d 2 v(s)] 2ds –
ds

1

f (s)v(s)ds} ,

(5)

0

where v(s)∈C 1[0,1], which satisfies
v(0)=v 0 ,

v(1)=v 1 ,

d v(0) = v ′ ,
0
ds

d v(1) = v ′ .
1
ds

dy
=t y dz .
ds
ds

For example, assume that t x≠0 at s=0, and that t y≠0 at
s=1. We may choose an arbitrary dx(0)/ds and then
obtain dy(0)/ds and dz(0)/ds. Similarly, we may choose
dy(l)/ds and compute the values of dx(1)/ds and
dz(1)/ds. Now we have a vector of the form

W = ( dx
ds

,
s=0

dy
ds

)T

(7)

s=1

to be determined. Since the surface has no singularity,

dx/ds
dy/ds ≠ 0 .
dz/ds

(4)

where p(s) is the bending stiffness and f(s) is the external load per unit length. In order to apply the finite
element method, Eq. (4) is rewritten as the following
weak formulation:

ds

(8)

The two vector components in Eq. (7) can never be
zero. When t x=0 at s=0, or when t y=0 at s=1, we may
choose another component which is not equal to zero
and then find the values of the other derivatives.
There are two parameters that can be chosen
arbitrarily. To obtain a general solution to the differential equation, we may choose three linear independent trial vectors, such as

W I =(1,1), W II =(1,−1), W III =(−1,1).
(6)

III. A Numerical Solution for the WireFrame Method
In this section, we present a numerical solution
for the wire-frame method. We first show how to
compute the latitudinal wire frames, and then we show
how to compute the longitudinal wire frames. After
both wire frames are computed, a set of bicubic patches
that represent the blending surface can be computed.

(9)

This allows us to solve the three functions x(s), y(s),
and z(s) of Eq. (1) separately. For example, we can
solve x(s) by minimizing
1
0

2
2
p(s) d 2 x(s) d 2 v(s)ds =
ds
ds

1

f (s)v(s)ds,

(10)

0

where x∈ H *2 (s), v∈ H 02 (s). Note that H *2 (s) is the set
of functions in H 2(s) satisfying
x(0)=x 0 , x(1)=x 1, x′(0)=t x(0), x′(1)=t x (1),

(11)

and that H 02 (s)⊂H2(s) is the set of functions satisfying
the homogeneous conditions:

1. Construction of Latitudinal Wire Frames
Note that x(s), y(s), and z(s) must satisfy the
boundary conditions defined by Eq. (3). We first show
how the tangency requirement can be satisfied by the
dy
parametric equations, that is, how the values of dx ,
,
ds
ds
and dz can be determined. This technique was also
ds
used in Bajaj and Ihm’s method (Bajaj and Ihm, 1992):

x(0)=x(1)=x′(0)=x′(1)=0.

(12)

Here H 2(s) is the Solobev space, and v∈C 1(s). That
is, the derivatives dv/ds are continuous. We next choose
the Hermite element:

dy
=t y dx , t x dz =t z dx .
ds
ds
ds
ds
dy
dy
(2) If t y ≠0, choose t y dx =t x , t y dz =t z .
ds
ds
ds
ds

(1) If t x ≠0, choose t x

ϕ 00(s) = 2 s 3 – 3 s 2 + 1 ,

ϕ 01(s) = s 3 – 2 s 2 + s ,

ϕ 10(s) = – 2 s 3 + 3 s 2 ,
− 22 −
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ϕ 11(s) = s 3 – s 2 .

(13)

X n(s) = aX nI(s) + bX nII(s) + cX nIII(s)

We divide the interval [0,1) quasi-uniformly into
N−1 subintervals and denote them by s1, s2, ..., s N. Then
the transformation is

Y n(s) = aY nI(s) + bY nII(s) + cY nIII(s)

s = s i + s h i or s =

s – si
hi

Z n(s) = aZ nI(s) + bZ nII(s) + cZ nIII(s) ,
where X nI (s), X nII , and X nIII (s) are the solutions to Eq.
(16) under the conditions in Eq. (9), respectively. Since
a+b+c=1, we obtain

and

d ϕ d ϕ ds d ϕ
=
=
h
ds
ds d s
ds i

X n(s) = aX nI(s) + bX nII(s) + (1 – a – b)X nIII(s)

where h i=s i+1−s i . We choose the function on [s i, s i+1)
as defined by Carey and Oden (1983):

Y n(s) = aY nI(s) + bY nII(s) + (1 – a – b)Y nIII(s)

Z n(s) = aZ nI(s) + bZ nII(s) + (1 – a – b)Z nIII(s) .

x ih (s) =x i ϕ 00( s )+x i + 1ϕ 10( s )+[x i′ϕ 01( s )+x i′ + 1ϕ 11( s )]h i
=

xiϕ 00

s – si
s – si
+ xi + 1ϕ 10
hi
hi

+ h i xi′ϕ 01

s – si
s – si
+ xi′ + 1ϕ 11
hi
hi

.

(14)

The piecewise functions are
N

xh(s) =

Σ
i=1

xhi(s)

1

N–1

=

Σ Σ
i=0 k=0

+ h i Σ x i′ + k ϕ k1(
k =0

1

xi + kϕ k0

A=L TT,

s – si
hi

s – si
) .
hi

Therefore, we only have two degrees of freedom, the
parameters a and b, which need to be determined. In
another paper, we present a technique for obtaining an
optimal curve based on minimization of the global
energy (Guan and Li, 1996).
In the above algorithm, we need to apply the finite
element method to Eq. (16) 9 times. For n curves, we
need to solve Eq. (17) 9n times. Fortunately, since the
matrix A can be chosen equally, we may use the Cholesky
decomposition to decompose the matrix A. Let

(15)

where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and T is an
upper triangular matrix. The matrices L and T can be
stored for repeated use. We can solve different equations by using different F i. Since A X i =LT(T X i ) = F i ,
we let T X i = U i , L T U i = F i . Therefore,

The finite element method can then be applied to
compute the values of the unknowns xi and xi′ , for i=1,
2, ..., N−1, which satisfy
1
0

2
2
p(s) d 2 xn(s) d 2 vn(s)ds =
ds
ds

1
0

f (s)vn(s)ds .

(16)

That is, we obtain a system of 2N−2 linear equations:

AX= F,

(17)

where A is a (2N−2)×(2N−2) symmetric and positive
definite matrix. The unknowns x i and xi′ , i=1, 2, ...,
N−1 can be obtained easily by solving Eq. (17) (see
Guan and Li (1996) for details).
After obtaining (x i , xi′ ), (y i , yi′ ), and (z i, z i′ ), for
two trial vectors in Eq. (9), we can construct a general
solution:

(18)

LT U i = F i

(19)

T Xi = Ui .

(20)

We only need to decompose Eq. (18) once and use the
same decomposition to obtain all the solutions. This
greatly reduces the computational cost.
The above algorithm coincides with the geometric
intuition of blending an elastic beam clamped at its
boundary. It is interesting to note that the bending
stiffness p(s) and the load f(s) can be used to control
the shape of the blending surfaces.

2. Construction of Longitudinal Wire Frames
We use polar coordinates (r,θ) in the construction
of longitudinal wire frames. Let the centers of the
coordinates of T and T′ be O and O′, respectively.
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Suppose that the sequences of points A, B, C, ... and
A′, B′, C′, ... are both located on T and T′ in a counterclockwise direction so that the global blending surface
can be coherent. Otherwise, we may obtain ill-twisted
blending surfaces. Assign a coordinate θ i to each
latitudinal wire frame obtained in the previous section.
We know the coordinates of the points x i,j , and
their derivatives d x i,j, where xi,j=x(s i,θj). We will now
ds
show how to construct smooth curves x i( θ ), 0≤ θ ≤2 π ,
for each i=1, 2, ..., N. Consider the piecewise cubic
functions of Eq. (13):

θ=

θ – θj
,
∆θ j

where
∆ θ j= θ j+1− θ j.

ϕ 00(θ ) = 2θ – 3θ + 1 ,
3

2

ϕ 01( θ ) =θ – 2θ +θ ,
3

2

ϕ 10(θ ) = – 2θ + 3θ
3

θ ∈[0,1)

2

ϕ 11( θ ) =θ – θ .
3

2

M

M

1

Σ xhi,j(θ ) = jΣ= 1 [kΣ= 0 xi,j + kϕ k0(
j=0

θ – θj
+ ∆θ j Σ ∂ x i,j + k ϕ k1(
)] .
θ
∆θ j
∂
k =0

θ – θj
)
∆θ j

1

(22)

The values of x i,j are known, but those of ∂x i,j /∂ θ are
unknown. However, we may compute these values
from Eq. (5). Hence, Eq. (10) is modified as
2π
0

2
2
p(θ ) ∂ 2 x(θ ) ∂ 2 v(θ )dθ =
∂θ
∂θ

2π
0

fi *(θ )v(θ )dθ . (23)

We substitute Eq. (22) for x i ( θ )
2π
0

d 2 [p(s) d 2 w(s)] = f (s) .
ds 2
dr 2

(21)

Let M be the number of partitions along θ ; then θ 0=0,
and θ M≤2 π . The jth smooth curves can be written as

xi,h(θ ) = xhi(θ ) =

ditions:
(1) The curves x i( θ ) are not closed.
Since θ M= θ ≤2 π , two cases may occur.
(i) No normal derivatives are given.
Then the values ∂ x i,0 and ∂ x i,M can be
∂θ
∂θ
obtained by solving Eq. (24).
(ii)The derivatives ∂ x i,0 =h i,0 and ∂ x i,M=h i,M
∂θ
∂θ
are given.
The other M−1 derivatives ∂ x i,j, j=1, 2, ...,
∂θ
M−1 can be obtained by solving Eq. (24).
(2) The curves x i ( θ ) are closed.
Then xi,0=xi,M, and ∂ xi,0= ∂ xi,M. The M deriva∂θ
∂θ
∂
tives
x , j=1, 2,...., M can also be obtained
∂θ i,j
by solving Eq. (24).
∂ x and follow the
Finally, we can use the known ∂s
i,j
above procedure for solving an ordinary differential
2
equation, to obtain ∂ x i,j .
∂θ ds
∂xi,j
Another method for computing the values of
∂θ
2
∂ xi,j
and
is to compute w(s)= ∂x , where s is measured
∂θ
∂θ ∂s
along the latitudinal wire frames. The equation we
want to solve is

2
2
p(θ ) ∂ 2 x i,h (θ ) ∂ 2 v *i,h d θ =
∂θ
∂θ

2π
0

f *i (θ )v *i,h (θ )d θ ,
(24)

* satisfy Eq. (22) with the howhere the functions vi,h
mogeneous boundary conditions x i,j =0, j=0, 1, ..., M.
The finite element method can be applied to solve for
∂ 2 xi,j
∂xi,j
. The values of
can be obtained in a similar
∂θ ∂s
∂θ
way.
Consider the following different boundary con-

∂xi,j
∂ 2 xi,j
′ and
′′ ,
= xi,j
= xi,j
The boundary conditions are
∂θ
∂θ ∂s
′ and xi,M
′ are given by
j=0, 1, ..., M. The values of xi,0
the boundaries of the blending surface. The values of
′′ and x ′′ can be chosen to be 0 for the general case.
xi,0
i,M
The method described in Section III.1 can then be used
∂ 2 xi,j
∂xi,j
to obtain
and
simultaneously. However, the
∂θ ∂s
∂θ
band-width of the matrix generated using this approach
is at least twice as large as the one generated using the
first method. Therefore, this approach may need more
computational time.

3. Compute Bicubic Patches for the Blending
Surfaces
∂x , ∂ x ,
So far, we have found the values xi,j, ∂s
i,j
∂θ i,j
2
∂
and
x , where x i,j=x(s i, θ j), i=0, 1, ..., N, and j=0,
∂θ ∂s i,j
1, ..., M. Consider the “rectangle” Ω i,j [s i ≤s<s i+1 ,
θ j≤ θ <θ j+1]. Applying the tensor product of Carey and
Oden (1983), we obtain the bicubic Hermite interpolations on the unit square [0,1]×[0,1]:

− 24 −

u( s , θ ) =

1

Σ x kl ϕ k ( s )ϕ l (θ )
k,l = 0

Σ ( ∂ x kl )ϕ k ( s )ϕ l (θ )
k,l = 0 ∂s
1

+
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+

Σ ( ∂ x k,l )ϕ k ( s )ϕ l (θ )
k,l = 0 ∂θ

+

Σ ( ∂ x k,l )ϕ k ( s )ϕ l (θ ) ,
k,l = 0 ∂θ ∂s

1

1

2

where

ϕ 00( s ) = 2 s 3 – 3 s 2 + 1 ,
ϕ 01( s ) = s 3 – 2 s 2 + s ,
ϕ 10( s ) = – 2 s 3 + 3 s 2 ,

ϕ 11( s ) = s 3 – s 2 .

Fig. 1. Choose the corresponding pairs of points in a suitable way.

The entire surface is composed of

xh(s,θ ) =

1

N–1 M –1

Σ Σ [ Σ xi + k,j + lϕ i,k0 (s)ϕ 0j,l(θ )
i = 0 j = 0 k,l = 0
P=

∂x
1
0
+ h i Σ ( ∂s
i + k,j + l)ϕ i,k(s)ϕ j,l(θ )
k,l = 0
1

Σ ( ∂ xi + k,j + l)ϕ i,k0 (s)ϕ 1j,l(θ )
k,l = 0 ∂θ

+ ∆θ j

x00
x10
∂x 00/∂r
∂x 10/∂r

x01
x11
∂x 01/∂r
∂x 11/∂r

∂x 00/∂θ
∂x 01/∂θ
∂x 10/∂θ
∂x 11/∂θ
2
∂x 00/∂r∂θ ∂x 201/∂r∂θ
∂x 210/∂r∂θ ∂x 211/∂r∂θ

1

and

2–2 1 1
–3 3–2–1
C=
.
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0

2
1 (s)ϕ 1 (θ )] ,
+ h i∆θ j Σ ( ∂ xi + k,j + l)ϕ i,k
j,l
∂s∂
θ
k,l = 0
(25)
1

where
0 (s) = ϕ 0(
ϕ i,k
k

IV. Examples

θ – θj
s – si
) , ϕ 0j,l(θ ) = ϕ l0(
),
hi
∆θ j

1 (s) = ϕ 1 (
ϕ i,k
k+1

θ – θj
s – si
) , ϕ 1j,l(θ ) = ϕ l1(
).
hi
∆θ j

It can be shown that the solutions in Section III are
the same as that for Eq. (25) along the wire-frame s=s i
and θ = θ j, and that xn (s,θ )∈C1, satisfying the boundary
conditions.
The tensor-product form of Eq. (25) can be expressed in matrix-vector form (Li, 1994):

In this section, we give some examples produced
using the wire-frame method with the functions p(s)=1
and f(s)=0 and α=1. Note that for such simple cases,
the particular solutions of the ordinary differential
equations can be obtained explicitly (Guan and Li,
1996). Here we use these cases to demonstrate the
versatility of our algorithms. First, we compare results
obtained using different choices of connecting points
for the latitudinal wire frames. Assume that the two
primary surfaces are of the same radius and have the
same axis. The results are shown in Fig. 1. Their
parametric representations are as follows:

x(s,θ ) = S CPC T Q ,

G: (5cos θ , 5sin θ , z) G : z=5

where

H: (5cos θ , 5sin θ , z) H : z=−5.

S =(s , s , s, 1) , Θ =(θ , θ , θ, 1) , s∈[0,1), θ∈[0,1)
3

and

2

T

3

2

T

With the same primary surfaces and clip surfaces, we
choose the corresponding pairs of points on the primary
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Fig. 2. Choose the corresponding pairs of points which rotate π /2.

Fig. 4. Blending with a small tangent vector.

Fig. 3. Choose the corresponding pairs of points which rotate π .

Fig. 5. Blending with a large tangent vector.

surfaces in different ways. The primary surfaces for
Fig. 2 are
G: (5cos θ , 5sin θ ,z)

G : z=5

H: (5cos( θ + π /2), 5sin( θ + π /2),z)

H : z=−5,

as follows:
G: (2cos θ , 2sin θ , z)

H: (

and those for Fig. 3 are
G: (5cos θ , 5sin θ ,z)

G : z=5

H: (5cos( θ + π ), 5sin( θ + π ),z)

H : z=−5.

G : z=5

7 + 2cos (θ + π ) + z
, – 2sin (θ + π ),
2

– 7 – 2cos (θ + π ) + z
)
2

Next, we compare the results obtained using
different magnitudes of tangent vectors. We generate
the blending surfaces for two cylinders with different
axes as shown in the examples. See Figs. 4 and 5. These
figures have the same primary surfaces and clip surfaces, but they differ in the magnitudes of the tangent
vectors. The parametric representations of Fig. 4 are

H : x+z=−5.

Third, we compare the results obtained using different numbers of longitudinal wire frames. We choose
the number M to be 4 and 8, and the results are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. The parametric representations of
these figures are

− 26 −

G: (2cosθ , 2sin θ ,z)

G : z=5

H: (x, 6sin θ , 6cos θ )

H : x 2+y 2=16.
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Fig. 6. Blending with 4 longitudinal wire frames.

Fig. 8. Blending surface for two different cones.

Fig. 7. Blending with 8 longitudinal wire frames.

Fig. 9. Blending surface for a cylinder and a plane.

Finally, we show several combination of primary
surfaces. Figure 8 gives an example in which the
primary surfaces are cones.
Figure 9 gives an example in which one primary
surface is a plane and the other surface is a cylinder.
Figure 10 gives an example in which two primary
surfaces are cylinders with different radii.
The last example, Fig. 11, shows that the wireframe method can also be used in the case where the
primary surfaces are not closed.

..., N, the points and their derivatives along the i-th
latitudinal wire-frame,
x ij, d x ij, 0≤j≤M,
ds
can be calculated. Based on these values, the longitudinal wire-frame is modeled using polar coordinates.
By solving a similar fourth order ordinary differential
equation, we can obtain the values of

∂ x , ∂ 2 x , 0≤i≤N 0≤j≤M.
ij
ij
∂θ ∂s
∂θ

V. Conclusions and Discussion
We have presented a wire-frame method for the
design of blending surfaces. We first summarize the
wire-frame method as follows.
Each latitudinal wire-frame is modeled by a loaded
thin elastic beam clamped at both ends. The deflection
of the beam can be computed by solving a fourth order
ordinary differential equation. Therefore, for i=1, 2,

For each rectangle defined by the points on the wireframes, a bicubic patch for the blending surface can
then be computed using the tensor-product rule.
The wire-frame method provides great flexibility
in the design of blending surfaces. Since the ordinary
differential equation is based on elastic bending beams,
curves generated using our method have minimum
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Fig. 10. Blending surface for two cylinders with different radii.

Fig. 11. Blending surface for open primary surfaces.

curvatures. That is, the second-order derivatives are
as small as possible (Fisher, 1994; Su and Lin, 1989).
This guarantees a good geometric property of the blending surfaces. The two primary surfaces to be blended
can be of any algebraic degree and in any position. The
shape of the blending surface can be controlled by
adjusting the stiffness of the beam and the external load
added to the beam. This concept coincides with the
experience of design engineers and helps the designer
control the shape of the blending surfaces. The
wire-frame method also is suitable for finite element
analysis. Therefore, stress strain analysis, fluid flow
analysis and other types of analysis can easily be incorporated.
To apply the wire-frame method in the design of
blending surfaces, we need the finite element method
and interpolation. The theory of the finite element
method can be found in Becker et al. (1981) and Carey
and Oden (1983). Implementation of the finite element
method in blending surface design is simple, and com-

putation is quite fast. After the wire-frame of a blending surface is determined, a set of piecewise bicubic
patches that represent the blending surface can be
obtained from the interpolating polynomials using the
tensor-product rule. The computation can be found,
for example, in Choi’s book on surface modeling for
CAD/CAM (Choi, 1991), in Gregory’s book on the
mathematics of surfaces (Gregory, 1986), in Su and
Liu’s book on curves and surface modeling (Su and Lin,
1989) or in Koenderink’s book on solid shapes
(Koenderink, 1990). All the tools needed in the wireframe method have been well developed.
In the case where the primary surfaces are not in
cubic parametric form, there will be some gaps between
the two primary surfaces and the blending surfaces.
Choosing more latitudinal and longitudinal frames can
reduce the gaps but will also increase the complexity
of the blending surfaces. For detailed error analysis
and the rate of convergence, see Guan and Li (1996)
and Li (1996). On the other hand, if the primary
surfaces are low degree polynomials, then finite element methods need not be applied. Analytical solutions
can be obtained for these surfaces.
Care must be taken in choosing pairs of matching
points in the construction of latitudinal wire frames.
This difficulty arises in most algorithms for parametric
representation of surfaces. In some cases, there is a
natural way to find the matching pairs. For example,
when the blending surface is used to join two cylinders,
a set of matching points can be obtained by rotating
a plane along the axis of the cylinder with smaller
diameter. In general, there are four intersection points
for each position of the rotating plane and the transition
curves T and T′. It is easy to pair up these four points.
When the transition curves T and T′ are irregular, we
can first find points that are the centers of the two
curves. (Let P be a point and T be a curve. Define
that r(P)=max{d(P,X)|X is a point on the curve T}. A
center of a curve is defined as the point P with the
minimum r(P).) However, rotating a plane along the
line that passes through the two centers may generate
more than four intersection points, and the matching
pairs may be difficult to determine. Care must also
be taken not to generate a set of twisted latitudinal wireframes (see, for example, Figs. 2 and 3). Although
twisted latitudinal wire-frames may be useful in some
cases, they should be avoided in general.
The wire-frame method is suitable for joining two
surfaces. Some modifications are needed to blend
corners, where more than two surfaces join together.
We may use a similar procedure for latitudinal and
longitudinal wire frames and then apply triangular
patches in the vertex region as stated by Choi (1991).
In this case, the choices of boundary points and their
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Fig. 12. Blending of corners.

matchings are crucial. A method for choosing these
points is illustrated in Fig. 12.
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